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Thanks to @raventerp100 for pointing me to this
PERFECT article. I don't believe in karma, but I do believe
in dbags and justice. A thread.

'Students for Trump' founder charged with fraud, bilking would-be clie…
Following in the well-worn footsteps of their leader, an entirely new generation of
grifters and fraudsters has arrived to bilk Americans out of their hard-earned
savings. Fortunately, though, someti…

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/4/23/1852602/--Students-for-Trump-founder-cha…

‘Students for Trump’ was organized in 2015 by two Campbell University students,

Ryan Fournier, and John Lambert." At this point, we can already see this going

poorly.

"Campbell, a school affiliated with North Carolina’s Baptist state convention, is a

“conservative” campus." Oh, of course. Fake christians that haven't the slightest

understanding of the teachings of Christ. And they don't care either.

They persisted in "developing an online platform that ultimately grew to realize 300

campus chapters and boasting tens of thousands of social media followers"

Industrious young haters.

How could this go wrong? "The org ... was notably responsible for a campaign called

“The Chalkening,” which urged students across the country to scrawl messages of

support for Trump, such as “Build the Wall,” in chalk at various locations on college

campuses."

Oh, that's how ... "Minority students at several colleges,... said the pervasive scrawling

of "Trump 2016" and "Build the Wall" messages, invoking a candidate whose name

had become synonymous with racially tinged attacks, represented a threat to their

safety.

Sooper funny, Ryan "The fact that people were getting angry about it was funny, Mr.

Fournier said. "If they’re afraid of chalk, something that can be washed away with
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water — I really don’t know what they’re doing on a university campus in the first

place."

NOW THIS IS FUNNY: (except for the victims, I feel for them): "A Tennessee man

charged by New York prosecutors with pretending to be a Manhattan lawyer and

taking thousands from would-be clients was the co-founder of Students for Trump."

DBAG ALERT: John Lambert, 23, was arrested last week and charged by SDNY

prosecutors with wire fraud for having invented a lawyer persona named “Eric Pope”

that he used to solicit legal work online."

A real victim: "According to the NY Law Journal, Lambert was living in NC while

perpetrating the scam but “spoofed” New York telephone numbers to make himself

appear legitimate. In one circumstance a consumer took out 10,000 from his 401k to

pay the fictitious law firm.

SDNY COINCIDENCE? SURE: "Eventually, they were contacted by the Trump

campaign, which assisted them in expanding their online footprint. Lambert

eventually wound up giving interviews on Fox News and co-hosting speaking

engagements speaking with right-wing misogynist Milo Y."

"ALL THE BEST PEOPLE." END THREAD


